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Pronounced Enhancement of the Growth Rate in Lateral Solid Phase Epitaxy
of Amorphous Si1-*Ge" (x*0.05) Films

Jeotrc-Hee OH and Hiroshi ISHIWARA

Precision and Int€llig€nce llboraiory, Tokyo Institub of Techmlogy,
4259 Nagatsud4 Midori-ku, Yokohama DT,Japan

Si1*Ge. alloy is important for fabrication of future high speed devices such as heterojunction
bipolar transistors and modulationdoped FETs with high hole mobility. Since an SOI (silicon-on-
insulator) structure formcd by lateral solid phase epitaxy QSPE) of an amorphous Si (a-Si) film is
s,uitable for. fabricatio! of p-channel FETs in stackedcMos devic€s[l], it is inieresting to incinporate
Ge atoms in the a-Si film for improving the performance of the F'ETs. Thus, in iLis paper, *e
investigate ISPE characteristics of amorphous Si,.,Ge, films deposited on SiO/Si (100) structures
with seed openings. So far, a few interes:ting resuiih hi.re been ieported on vefical bpg of Si,-.Ge*
films on Si substrates[2,3]. However, to our best knowledge, no experimental results have^6eef,
reported on ISPE of Sir*Ge- films.
, -, Sir*Ge, films were formed by irrplantation of Ge ions into polycrystalline Si films about
220nm thick, which were deposited at600'ConSiOrtsi (100)struciur6,s with seed openings. The
direction of seed stripe,s w-ag [Q,10] and !he!l width was iUoui f O[m. First, Si films weni amolrpmzea
by 2-step implantation of 200keV and 300keV Si* ions !o a dose of Zxl0ttcm?. Then" in oider to
enhance the ISPE growth rate and the growth length, P_ ions were implanted to such doses that the
maximum concentration in the films was about 3x10acm-111. These samples were used as the
reJerence of x=0. Next , Ge ions were implanled with eneryies of 200keV and 3fi)keV to form the
Sir*Ge, films. 'The implantation doses of Ge ions were so adjusted that the x-value in the Si,-,Ge.
!l-! *9I" 0.05 and 0.1, exc€pt for the surface region. A typical profile of Ge aloms is sho.ifn ii
Fig.l. The samples were finally furnace-anneald in dry N" ambient for inducins ISpE. The
annealing tempeiatures were 560"C and 580'C. The growti characteristics were-observed with
Nomarski optical microscopy.

Figure 2 shows typical optical micrographs of Sir,Ge" samples with x=0.05 and 0.1, which
were annealed at 580"C {or,[() minules. The white area around ihe seed stripe corresponds to the
I,sPE- region, white^the black area remains as amorphous phase. we can see from these photographs
that the average LSPE lengths under these condiiions dre about 10pm and 2pm for i=0.03 ind
x=0.1, respectively. We can also see from comparison with the reference saniple of x=0 that the
growth rate is much enhanced only in the sample of Si^ *Ge^ ^.. 

It is also interestinq to note that the
facet formation at the seed comer is much proriounced iiiihe 

-C6mpte 
with x=0.05. -

. The LSPE growth characterls^tics of t"_ -qLG"- films are summarized in Fig.3 and Fig. 4 for
two annealing temperatures of 560'C and 580'C, reipectively, where the horizon-tal axis sh6ws the
annealing lime,. and th€ vertical axis shows. the growth length. The open diamond, closed squares,
and closed circle.s 

^in 
the.figures correspond to dhe sampleJwith x=0,'0.05, qd o.r, raspeitively.

We can confirrm from these figures that the growth rate of the Sin o.Gen^ film is fastesi and tlie
grovth length. is longest. The maximlm sPE lengh o-f rhe sl rs Ge;filIii-ls abour 21Fm at present
and its growth rate is about 6 times faster than that of amourphbus-Si film at 580'C. ' We cin also
see that the growth.in-sio_rGen, films stops for a few hours at a length about 2p.m from the seed edge
1nd it proceeds again lor tbe longer annealing. The stopping period is longer at the lower temperaturl.
similar tendency can be observed even in the sin*Gnn.-slample at 56b"c. This phenomtinon has
never observed in ISPE of amorphous Si films. iIius,-ii may be explained eitherbv accumulation
of strain in the mixed crystal films or by pile-up of Ge atomi (sno$ plow effect). 'The maximum
SPE growth length may be farther proionged by optimizing ihe Ge'composition, the annealing
temperaturq and so on.

In summary, ISPE characteristics of amorphous Si,-Ge, - films are investiqated. It has been
found.that !4e gro11h rale is_much enhanced around the Ge-6orn'frsition of 0.05 arid that the growth
stops in Tidway when the Ge composition is too high. These lhenomena may be explained'either
by a strain effect or by an impurity effect of Ge atom5.
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Fig.1 Ge atom profile in a Sio.*G"o.o, sample.
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Fig.3 Annealing time dependence of the
gr_owth length for P doped Sir-*Ge*
ISPE samples at 560"C.

Fig.2 Nomarski optical micrographs for the
grown regions of the P-doped
SiroGe* samples annealed at 580'C.
(a) x=0.05 (b) x=0.1
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Fig.4 Annealing time dependence of the
gJgwlh length for P doped Sir-*Ge*
LSPE samples at 580"C.


